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Welcome





Lectures

Schedule:



Course overview

Introduction

Affiliate programs and content

Roles in affiliate marketing

Verticals, target groups

Traffic and sources of traffic

Commission models, results

Trends
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Resources

Softuni website

Facebook group

Extra resources



Exam



lecturer



Guest lecturers

Atanas Atanasov
Marketing Director at Videnov

Etien Yanev
Marketing lead at Atos

Georgi Todorov
Founder of ThriveMyWay

Vilislav Slavev
Digital Marketing Specialist 

at Offerista

Gabriela Sanchez
Senior Email Marketing Specialist 

at Progress





15 min

Break
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What is 
AM?



Digital marketing

| a wide range of techniques for advertising products on various digital platforms



Affiliate marketing

Advertising model in which a company compensates affiliates for generating 
traffic and desired actions to the company's products and services.

| increase in sales| popularizing brands | passive income

Side hustlethe mid-1990s

$12B
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Is AM a real business?

It takes long-term thinking, patience, hard work

Online, lower initial cost

Brand loyalty, value, a sense of community

-button-make-

Focus on solving problems, educating people

*not everything is a problem



Is AM an effective marketing strategy?

Almost doubled in the last 5 years
Currently, one of the most popular marketing strategies 

All sides benefit from AM
Affiliates generate income and increase audience

Merchants increase revenue and attract customers with

lower costs



Quick statistics

Affiliate marketing accounts for 15% of total
revenue from digital media

It is estimated to reach $8.2 billion in 2022

35% of affiliates earn more than $20,000 per year



Performance-based

You decide on time and efforts

Appropriate if you want to build an audience or
you have one

Some characteristics



Example

Myprotein

Aims to get new 
customers to register 
and buy their products

Bloggers, content creators, digital marketers, 
influencers, etc.

Promote the products among their audience

Affiliate networks

Medium between the two



Some characteristics [2]



How does 
AM work?



How does AM work?

| one unwritten rule: advertise products you believe in and remember you advertise to people



People are asking themselves:

The answer is: it depends on you

Building relationships with potential 
clients takes time

You need to build your personal brand, 
choose products you believe in, be 
authentic, and provide value for  
people



15 min

Break



Questions?



Types of AM  [since 2009]

Unattached

customer

Related
You use your influence to promote products and services that followers may actually need, one bad 

Involved



- Elise Dopson



Affiliate links

| unique URL address| created for you | used for tracking of leads, conversions, etc. 

Amazon Associates | Example Affiliate Link: https://www.amazon.com/gp/offer-listing/B07FCMKK5X/?&tag=example



How has 
AM 

changed?



How has AM changed over the years

Quality over quantity

The rise of mobile

Social media

Affiliate tracking technology



Sources of 
information

| staying on top of trends is important for affiliates 



News and sources of information

Forums | Affiliatefix, Mymediads, I Am Affiliate, affLIFT, STM, etc.

Social media | LinkedIn groups 

Telegram groups

Sites | Zeropark, Affiliateinsider, Forbes

Courses, events & workshops



LinkedIn



Mymediads



Weekly tasks

One of those who complete all tasks will receive
a book from me



Weekly task [1]

Find a website

Post a link a comment in the FB group +

Write 1 thing you found interesting

| deadline: 17.04.22, 23:59



Benefits



Benefits

Higher demand

Self-employed
You decide on the time and efforts

Passive income

Low costs and low risk

Increase in followers



Benefits [2]





Affiliate Marketing is focused on
generating traffic and desired actions to a
company's products and services

It links a company, affiliates, affiliate
network, and clients

Sources of information are everywhere

Summary



Weekly task [1]

Find a website

Post a link a comment in the FB group +

Write 1 thing you found interesting

| deadline: 17.04.22, 23:59



Questions?



Diamond Partners



Organization Partners
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This course (slides, examples, demos, exercises, homework, 
documents, videos and other assets) is copyrighted content

Unauthorized copy, reproduction or use is illegal
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https://digital.softuni.bg

License
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SoftUni Digital High-Quality Education,
Profession and Job for Designers

digital.softuni.bg

SoftUni Digital @ Facebook

https://facebook.com/SoftUniDigital

SoftUni Digital Forums

softuni.bg/forum/categories/116/softuni-
creative

About SoftUni Digital


